WareLite Named "Cool Vendor" by Leading Analyst Firm
Vendors selected for the “Cool Vendor report” are innovative, impactful
and intriguing
Andover, 28 March, 2006 – WareLite has been included in the list of "Cool Vendors" in
the “Cool Vendors in Platform Middleware, Event-Driven Application Servers, 2006”
report by Massimo Pezzini, Yefim V. Natis, 14 March 2006, Gartner, Inc.
Event-driven application servers (EDAS) provided by the vendors discussed in this
research are the vanguards of an emerging trend in platform middleware: support to
event-driven architectures. Gartner expects their adoption will grow during the next five
years as demand for high-performance software platforms supporting "extreme"
requirements for performance, scalability and availability manifests in industry sectors,
such as financial services, telecommunications, defense, retail, transportation, ecommerce and online gambling.
WareLite was listed in the Gartner Report. WareLite’s EDAS is WareLite BOSS
(Business Operating Support System). This is a grid based, unified software platform for
the execution of automated, event-driven business processes requiring extreme OLTP
capabilities. WareLite BOSS offers horizontally scalable, real time processing power with
intrinsic high availability. Running on inexpensive computational units, WareLite BOSS
allows the introduction of innovative event-driven business scenarios within existing
systems landscapes - with a zero-impact, low cost, evolutionary approach.
"The need for event-driven, ‘extreme’ processing capabilities is being driven by the
growing adoption of sensor technologies that can monitor, in real time, every aspect of
the enterprise ecosystem" said Elena Pasquali, WareLite CEO. "WareLite BOSS offers
enterprises the possibility of reaping immediate benefits through the adoption of
innovative, sensor-driven business solutions that extend the capabilities of current
applications, at the same time deploying an Event Driven Architecture that will support
all future enterprise event-driven business processes, in harmony with legacy
applications"
About Gartner's Cool Vendors Selection Process
Gartner's listing does not constitute an exhaustive list of vendors in any given technology
area, but rather is designed to highlight interesting, new and innovative vendors,
products and services. Gartner disclaims all warranties, expressed or implied, with
respect to this research, including any warranties of merchantability or fitness of a
particular purpose.
Gartner defines a cool vendor as a company that offers technologies or solutions that
are: Innovative, enable users to do things they couldn't do before; Impactful, have, or will
have, business impact (not just technology for the sake of technology); Intriguing, have
caught Gartner's interest or curiosity in approximately the past six months.
About WareLite
WareLite Limited is a UK based software development and marketing company.
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WareLite BOSS (Business Operating Support System) is an Event Driven Application
Server - a grid based, unified software platform for the execution of automated, event
driven business processes requiring extreme OLTP. WareLite BOSS allows the
introduction of innovative Event Driven Business Solutions within existing systems
landscapes - with a zero-impact, evolutionary approach.
WareLite BOSS finds its ideal application in the execution of sensor driven, high
performance processes. Sensor technologies used in conjunction with WL BOSS include
RFID, Barcode, Indoor Location Tracking, Internet Embedded Devices, GPS, POS etc.
For further information please contact:
Elena Pasquali, CEO, WareLite Ltd
Daniel Grazioli, CTO, WareLite Ltd
Mark Mills, Alliances Director, WareLite Ltd
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+44 (0) 207 193 0580

www.wlboss.com
info@warelite.com
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